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DVIEW is a program for IBM PC ompatib les for view ing TeX .dvi output �les,

inlud ing those using the MIT graphis extensions. Currently DV IEW supports the

CGA , EGA , and the high-resolution mode of the Toshiba T3100; other displays may

be supported in tim e. DV IEW uses standard DVI and PXL �le formats.

1. Overview

DVI �les are standard and mahine-indep endent; they may be generated on the

PC or downloaded from another soure. View ing them requires DVIEW plus a set

of appropriate font �les, whih again are standard Metafont output (PXL) �les and

an be downloaded from any of a variety of soures. DV IEW reads eah page and

builds a virtual bitm ap (in RAM ), then blts segm ents onto your display as you move

around the virtual page (using arrow keys). During the build ing proess DVIEW shows

its progress via a redued image of the page; th is overview is reoverable by pressing

\?" subsequently. The size and shape of the virtual page, as well as a sale fator,

are variab le via obsure ommand-line argum ents (see below); they defau lt to values

whih allow most papers to just �t horizontally, requiring srolling only in the vertial

dim ension .

2. Font Files

By defau lt, these live in a subtree /PXL on your PC . /PXL ontains subdiretories

with num eri nam es like /PXL/480, ind iating resolution; entries in the subdiretories

are PXL �les with nam es like /PXL/480/CMR10.PXL, ind iating the font. You need

only to download the sp ei� �les used by your pap er { a reasonably omplete set

an run into many megabytes. To help you manage fonts, DVIEW (1) after warning

you, will try to substitute a smaller font of the sam e style for any missing fonts; (2)

allows you to review the font situation using the "f" ommand; and (3) writes out a

�le "M ISSING .FNT" whih indiates the additional fonts you need to download.

M.I.T . users: if you upload MISSING .FNT to hx:/arhive/pxl, hange into /PXL

on your PC and run TX, then a MAKE on HX will download the orret fonts. Pre-

sumably th is situation an be dupliated elsewhere; look in hx:/arhive/pxl for our

loal PC-appropriate font ahe.
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3. Pitures

DVIEW understands the simple M.I.T . extensions for draw ing lines, allow ing pi-

tures (reated e.g. using GED IT on the PC) in TeX doum ents to be viewed. Here's

a simple example:
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Figure 1: Piture having nothing to do with anything

4. Cahe �le

Beause font load ing takes som e tim e (a LOT on an old PC , a few seonds even

on the T3100) DV IEW o�ers the "t" ommand (or \-t" ommand line option) to ause

a dump of its fonts and param eters into a fast-load �le DVIEW .TMP. If DV IEW �nds

DVIEW .TMP on a subsequent invoation, it loads it and presumably restores your

param eters (inluding display type) and fonts. This step is worth taking if you will

be rep eatedly view ing edited versions of the sam e �le. You an delete DVIEW .TMP

and/or make a new one at any point, eg if you hange the set of fonts you are using.
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5. Command Summary

One in DV IEW view ing a page, you an type:

? HELP information (this summary)

UP move page up

DOWN move page down

LEFT shift page left

RIGHT shift page right

HOME top of page

END bottom of page

PgUp double step size

PgDn halve step size

t write state into DVIEW .TMP

f show font list

p Print (low -res) page

< dig it > enter new page number

spae next page

bak sp previous page

return bak to page 1

tab skip to last page

ES C return to MS-DOS

plus a few whih I've probably forgotten. Poke around a little. Note that an

up-to-date version of the ab ove info is on line.

6. Command line help

When �red up with no argum ents, DV IEW gives you the follow ing terse ommand

line help :
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DVIEW DVI File Viewer version 2.5 Steve Ward

DVIEW <options> <dvifile> [version 2.5℄

<options> or DV IEW envstring may inlude:

-x# adjusts horizontal page offset. [defau lt: 25℄

-y# adjusts vertial page offset. [0℄

-R# sets resolution to # [default 96; try 80℄

-F <path> sets font diretory to <path> [/pxl℄

-X# set virtual page X size, in BYTES. [90℄

-Y# set virtual page Y size, in LINES. [1000℄

-m# sets page map width to #. [300℄

-d sets display to type  (=ga,t= toshiba3100,e=ega)[℄

-t writes DVIEW .TMP as font/param eter ahe

-t<nam e> writes <nam e> as font/param eter ahe

7. Environm ent variable

When invoked , DV IEW looks for a value bound to the environm ent variable

DV IEW , and interprets it as ommand line options. Thus, for example, the line

set DV IEW = -de -F/tex/fonts/

in your AUTOEXEC.BAT �le auses DV IEW to assum e by default an EGA and

the subdiretory tree /TEX/FONTS/... for fonts.

8. Distribution

DVIEW may be freely distributed , and used for any purpose by anybody. If you

an �gure out how to make money from it desp ite the fat that I'm giving it away, you're

welom e to. I like the idea that free software is free { that is, ompletely unenumbered.

(end)
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